Volunteer Position Descriptions
Position Title:

Walker Scorer

Description:

One walker scorer is allocated to a specific playing group at a set starting time and
will accompany the group for the 18 hole round. Walker scorers keep the score and
statistics of the players in their designated group. Upon reporting for duty, each
walking scorer is allocated a two-way radio and a scoring sheet for their group of
players.
At the completion of each hole, each scorer is required to radio the score for each
player to the Tournament Administration Office (Base Station).

Key Responsibility:

This role is vital in ensuring that live scoring can take place on the internet and can
be accurately maintained over the duration of the event.
Recording accurately the scores and statistics of each playing group.

Additional
Responsibility:

Distribute to & collect bibs from player’s caddy.
Each players caddy is required to wear a caddy jacket (bib) for each round of the
Championship. This assists spectators being able to recognize competing players
and in the overall promotion of the event. In the event of the playing not having a
caddy the spare bib can be left with the starter.

Attributes:

A solid knowledge of golf. Attention to detail and ability to monitor player scores and
statistics throughout the game.
Ability to use a two-way radio (training will be provided).
A clear voice that can be understood.
A calm and non-intrusive approach to ensure minimum impact on playing group.
Ability to walk 18 holes.

Time commitment:

Preferably, a minimum of two days over the four-day tournament. Duration of shifts
will be one 18 hole round, approximately 4.5 hours.
On all days, shifts will begin between approximately 7.00 am - 9.00 am
or 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Available to attend training session prior to event.

Other:

Men’s and Women’s groups will be allocated separate radio frequencies. Golf Rules
will also have a separate frequency. If during the course of a round a ruling is required,
a scorer will simply change frequencies from their designated scoring frequency to the
rules frequency and call for a ruling. All scorers will be instructed on how to use radios
including changing frequencies – it’s very simple and easy to understand.
Up to 90 walking scorers will be required for Thursday and Friday while approximately
40 walking scorers will be required for the weekend rounds.

